CRG RACING TEAM

WSK FINAL CUP, HAVERKORT AND BORTOLETO
SHINING IN OK
Kas Haverkort, on Zanardi, claimed the second place of OK in the WSK Final Cup held at
South Garda Karting in Lonato. Gabriel Bortoleto on CRG also run a great race and ended
his maiden OK race in P4.

The first weekend of WSK Final
Cup in Lonato has seen CRG
colors putting in a good
performance, especially in OK
where Kas Haverkort claimed a
podium on Zanardi and Gabriel
Bortoleto completed an excellent
performance on CRG-TM, despite
being at the debut in the
category after the great results
he obtained in OK-Junior.
In the first of the three rounds of
WSK Final Cup, the Dutch driver
Kas Haverkort claimed a great
result ending the OK Final in
second place after winning Prefinal-B. The Brazilian Gabriel Bortoleto has also been shining

securing the fourth place
in his maiden race in this
category. The Spanish
driver Javier Sagrera on
CRG was 15th in OK.
A good performance in
KZ2 has also been put in
by Emilien Denner on
Kalì-Kart. He was fifth at
the end of a good and
hard-fought final, in which
the Swiss Jean Luyet
came also to the fore
taking P7. Andrea Dalè,
Marco Valenti and the
Swiss
Cyril
Ratl
unfortunately had to retire
from the race.
A multiple incident on lap two of the OK-Junior Final has put off 12 drivers, among these also
Paolo Gallo (Kalì-Kart), who had run a good qualifying and came fourth in Prefinal-B. Enzo Trulli
could also not take part in the Final as he injured his ribs after being 11th in Prefinal-A. Luca Pons,
Christian Ho, Enzo Scionti and Alfio Andrea Spina did not take part in the Final, the latter
following an incident on lap one of Prefinal-A.

Manuel Scognamiglio of Team Gamoto was 22nd in the 60 Mini’s Final. The young driver from
Thailand Enzo Tarnvanichku had some technical issues at the start of the Final and could not
start.
The next two rounds of WSK Final Cup are scheduled for November 11th in Castelletto and
November 25th in Adria.
Complete results are available at www.wskarting.it
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